
   BACK TO SCHOOL for TEACHERS!

Ideas for Teachers to Create Healthy and Supportive Environments
During these Unique Times.

                            By: LJ Werner, MA-ECSE & Ashley Marotta, MS-ECE



IDEAS FOR TEACHERS
Social Connection: (it is important that physical distancing does not create social distancing)

Find ways to build connection while creating space. Such as:

Drawing on big pieces of paper

Have a scavenger hunt

Do an obstacle courses with jumping, skipping, hopping

Music and movement inside hula hoops or with instruments to occupy hands

Circle time seats (wipeable and more solid boundaries), carpet squares, laminated shapes, 



PRETEND PLAY IDEAS
Pretend play with plastic baby dolls 

Hard plastic animals on big tables with building materials, 

Small amount of props in dramatic play that are easily cleaned. 

Refrain from play clothes, food, dishes, and objects that promote mouthing. 

Put a doll house on a carpet with furniture spread out. 

Use boxes you can recycle at the end of the day

Animal Actions



Create individual play 
spaces and cozy corners

Individual sensory 
containers: play-doh, 
clay, etc and play boxes



Bring Centers Outside





Supportive Language 

Your school is a safe environment for children and your focus is creating healthy practices during this uncertain time. You 
noticed the language we used in our book “My Play Space”  is around health rather than safety.  This way  young children 
can feel secure while learning some new skills to stay healthy. 

Have simple discussion of different times to wash hands or toys throughout the day

Talk about feelings

Acknowledge what a child is trying to communicate when they can’t find the words

Use positive language. Tell children what “to do” versus what “not to do”.
Avoid using “no, Don’t and Stop”

Expectations 

Create new classroom rules around kids emotions, personal space, and 
staying healthy

Teach about creating play space (Reference the Social Story. My Play Space
                                      (This story has more ideas for teachers and parents!)
Define Center Sizes

Use Visuals and Environmental Cues



Reminders 

For Adults:
Providing support and care to young children when we are also stressed can be incredibly 
challenging. Be sure to reach out for help and create a network of people and strategies that 
support both YOU. 

● Adults wellness has the biggest influence on children’s well-being.
● Reach out to friends and family. 
● Check in with your families regularly, as security and stability can be rapidly changing 

during these uncertain times. 
● Provide a way for connection, listening, create community, make sure they are not isolated.
● Remind everyone - take deep breaths!
● Work as a team
● Self Care and Stress-reduction is so important

https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/the-brain-architects-podcast-covid-19-special-edition-a-different-world/  

https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/the-brain-architects-podcast-covid-19-special-edition-a-different-world/


For the Children:. 
● Consistency is the key! 
● Schedules, Routines and Expectations should be reviewed and implemented 

everyday.
● PLAY is so important, possibly now more than ever before. Less materials can create 

more opportunity for children to use their imagination and engage with each other.
● Use open ended questions and offer ideas based on the play theme.
● Have nurturing interactions, lower your expectations, allow space for big emotions 

and behaviors.
● Minimize transitions
● Treat back to school like it is the first day of school. 
● Stress can impact children’s development and behaviors. Our patience and ability to 

adapt is essential

              Reminders

           



Dear Families and Providers,

We hope this story provides simple language and ideas as we aim to protect our children through 
the different transitions of our world. 

Created By:

LJ Werner, MA-ECSE

                 Early Childhood Specialists

                CU Boulder/Speech Language Hearing & Sciences

                Child Learning Center (CLC)

                     YouTube: “Teacher LJ” Enjoy Story Time at the farm, music, sign language, social skill lessons, dancing and more

Ashley Marotta , MS-ECE

                Education Specialist

                CU Denver, Retired Faculty

For more Early Childhood resources, coaching, training, and consulting contact:

With Ease, LLC

kidzwithease@gmail.com

303-330-8277



Thank you!
If you feel moved, we are raising money for a family that consists of a 
mother who has chronic health issues, while sewing masks for her 
daughter and other health care warriors on the frontlines,  is 
homeschooling a preschool age child.  Outside the home, she also 
has a young adult child with autism learning to live independently 
during the time of COVID. Our goal of this passion project is to gain 
resources that enable us to create materials that support the social 
emotional welfare of children, their families, and the Early Childhood 
Communities while providing to the family described above. 

Suggested Donation: $5
Venmo: LJ Werner 
PayPal: kidzwithease@gmail.com
Memo: Book

mailto:kidzwithease@gmail.com

